Call for proposals, *Lexique Journal*

Dear colleagues,

After years of exclusive publication of thematic issues, the journal *Lexique* ([https://lexique.univ-lille.fr/](https://lexique.univ-lille.fr/)) has started publishing the publication of non-thematic issues in 2019. The next regular issue (*Lexique* 26) is scheduled to be published in the summer of 2020. With this in mind, we invite you to submit a research article before **February 1st, 2020**.

The purpose of the journal is to study the lexicon, both in and of itself and as a crossroads of other linguistic fields – morphology, lexicology, lexicography, semantics, computational linguistics, etc. It is intended for language sciences researchers and practitioners, coming from various theoretical backgrounds.

*Lexique* welcomes papers submitted in French or English. The submitted paper should not exceed 50,000 characters (including spaces, figures, and tables, but excluding references), and contain an abstract written in French and English (2,000 characters for each version), as well as 5 keywords (in French and English, again).

Submissions should follow the recommendations and style sheet (.dotx and .ott) available at the following address: [https://lexique.univ-lille.fr/soumission.html](https://lexique.univ-lille.fr/soumission.html) and be sent in both .pdf and .docx (or .odt) versions to dany.amiot@univ-lille.fr and juliette.delahaie@univ-lille.fr

To facilitate the editorial management of this issue, we will ask you to send as soon as possible, and no later than December 1st, 2019, a statement of intent presenting in fifteen lines the subject of your research (and, if possible, the corpora and methodology on which you will rely).

Dany Amiot and Juliette Delahaie
Associate editors of the 26th issue